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Abstract 
User-generated content (UGC) is a powerful tool used to attract tourists to a destination and to market certain tourism 

products and services. Reviews of hotels and other tourism accommodation rentals are increasingly used by travelers 

to select their accommodation, thus, facilitating independent travel planning. This study is attempting to understand 

and compare the factors that contribute to customer satisfaction for hotel and Airbnb apartment guests in Cluj-Napoca, 

Romania. We employed reviews published by users on booking.com (for hotel customers) and on the Airbnb platform 

between May and November 2018 and quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed them using QDA Miner and Wordstat 

to understand the main attributes associated with guest satisfaction. The study revealed that the two lists of attributes 

that determine guest satisfaction are, to a great extent, similar. This means that guests have the same criteria in mind 

when evaluating their hotel and Airbnb stay. However, two attributes were found to be important only to Airbnb guests 

(“good communication” and “easy check-in/out”) and three to hotel guests (“good breakfast”, “nice view” and 

“parking”). The findings have a number of theoretical and managerial implications which are discussed at the end of 

the paper. 

 

Keywords: attributes of guest satisfaction, Airbnb, user-generated content (UGC), electronic-word-of-mouth 

(eWOM), text analytics 
 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Over the last few years, we have witnessed the 

explosive growth of an alternative economic model, 

known as the “sharing economy” or “collaborative 

consumption” [7]. This economic model is based on 

the use of internet platforms that allow individuals 

to lend, borrow, gift, swap or rent consumer 

products and services [34]. 

Airbnb is one of the most successful examples of 

companies involved in the “sharing economy” [44], 

[48]. Founded in 2008 in San Francisco, USA, by 

2018, the platform was already operational in 191 

countries and featured just under five million 

listings [2]. By the same year, the platform already 

registered over 300 million bookings [2]. However, 

given the tremendous growth rate and potential, 

some analysts predicted that by 2025, Airbnb could 

reach a billion “room nights” per year booked 

through its platform [53]. 

Initially, due its different economic model and 

small size, Airbnb was not perceived as a 

 

competitor by the major hospitality corporations. 

However, it has become more and more clear that 

Airbnb does not follow the “sharing economy” 

model entirely [19]. Many accommodation units on 

Airbnb are entire apartments or houses in which the 

owner does not live and which were purchased not 

to be shared with others but to make money [11]. 

Some owners even have multiple listings on 

Airbnb. These commercially-oriented 

accommodation units make up 65% of Airbnb’s 

revenue in its top 12 markets [32]. In lesser 

developed Airbnb markets the domination of for-

profit listings is even more visible. In Warsaw, for 

example, Gyódi [11] found that only 11% of the 

Airbnb listings were part of the sharing economy. 

Thus, it has become quite obvious that Airbnb has 

started to compete with traditional hospitality 

businesses [17]. Moreover, the number of listings 

on Airbnb has increased very fast and today is 

comparable to the capacity of hotels [1], [2]. 
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However, there are cities where Airbnb has a 

greater accommodation capacity than hotels, 

especially in Southern Europe [1]. 

As this rapid growth of the Airbnb network could 

threaten the profitability of the traditional 

accommodation providers, hoteliers need to quickly 

figure out a way to counter the expansion of home 

rental platforms at their expense. In order to do that, 

they need to know what makes hotel guests satisfied 

and why some customers have migrated to Airbnb 

or other home rental platforms. However, managers 

do not always understand what guests perceive as 

important in the selection and evaluation of 

accommodation [28], so that it is better to ask the 

customers. 

 Customer satisfaction is a very important issue 

because it could lead to repeat patronage and 

positive word-of-mouth [47]; thus, this study could 

assist accommodation providers in attracting more 

customers and increase their sales and profits [38]. 

This study is attempting to understand and compare 

the main attributes that contribute to customer 

satisfaction for hotel and Airbnb apartment guests 

in Cluj-Napoca, Romania. Cluj-Napoca is a 

midsized city of some 350,000 inhabitants situated 

in the heart of Transylvania, about 500 km north of 

Bucharest, the capital of Romania.  

A number of previous studies have used online 

reviews to measure customer satisfaction (see, for 

example, [13], [14], [15]); however, so far, only a 

few researchers have used text analytics to process 

and interpret this type of data (see, among others, 

[51], [55]). This study will also test the use of a text 

analytics software in the processing of satisfaction 

attributes.

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Relationship between Airbnb and hotels 

An important question found in the literature is how 

has the rise of home-sharing platforms, such as 

Airbnb, impacted hotels. Scholars are split on this 

issue. Some studies argue that Airbnb 

accommodations do not have a negative impact on 

hotels or have only a minor effect. For example, 

Haywood et al. [21], in a study in Manhattan 

(USA), found no evidence that Airbnb listings have 

a major negative impact on hotel revenue. 

Moreover, a study conducted in Norway found that, 

in those regions in which Airbnb is doing well, 

hotels are also doing well while in those regions 

which have few Airbnb listings hotels are also 

suffering. Thus, the authors concluded that Airbnb 

must have a positive effect on the hotel market in 

Norway [46]. One explanation could be that hotels 

and Airbnb accommodations are not in direct 

competition – and may even be complementary – so 

that the growth of the Airbnb network did not 

disrupt the business of the hotels [22], [52]. 

Other studies, however, claim that the expansion of 

Airbnb listings has negatively affected hotels’ 

revenues. For example, Mahmood [29] has 

calculated that hotels in New York City lose 

approximately US$450 million in direct revenues 

per year. Another study has shown that losses to the 

lodging industry and to the local economy of New 

York City could actually amount to US$2.1 billion 

with another US$226 million lost annually in tax 

revenues for local, state and federal governments 

[23]. Moreover, due to the labor-intensive nature of 

hospitality businesses, hoteliers in New York City 

were forced to shed 2800 jobs in 2014 alone [23]. 

Guttentag and Smith [17] investigated the impact of 

Airbnb network growth on hotels by surveying 800 

 

 

 

 

tourists who had used Airbnb accommodations on 

whether they used these accommodations as 

substitute for hotels or not and why did they prefer 

Airbnb over hotels. They found that, indeed, two-

thirds of the surveyed tourists had used Airbnb as 

substitute for a hotel. Another study, conducted by 

a Morgan Stanley research group concluded that 

roughly 42% of Airbnb users are substituting for 

hotels [36]. These findings confirm that the growth 

of the Airbnb network may indeed threaten the 

profitability and, ultimately, the very existence of 

hotels. 

Yet other studies have found that, while Airbnb 

listings may impact hotels, their effect is more 

complex and more nuanced than previously thought 

[6], [56]. According to this segment of the 

literature, Airbnb’s impact will differ based on the 

characteristics of the hotel. For example, Zervas et 

al. [61] found that Airbnb’s network of listings has 

a greater impact on lower-end hotels, independent 

hotels and hotels that did not cater to business 

travelers. Hajibaba and Dolnicar [20] confirmed 

that most affected by growth of the Airbnb network 

will be lower-end hotels while a newer study by 

Guttentag & Smith [17] found that Airbnb 

substituted mixed-scale hotels to a larger degree. 

Other studies have shown that the impact of Airbnb 

listings on hotel revenues is more visible in the big 

cities and in areas where Airbnb listings have 

positive reviews [6],[25]. It affects mainly the 

leisure tourism segment and is mainly in the form 

of denying hotels the opportunity to increase price 

premium during peak periods [25].  

Varma et al., [52] found that customers for hotel 

and Airbnb accommodations are quite different. In 
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general business travelers prefer hotels and only 

turn to these platforms when hotel rooms are filled 

due to big trading shows taking place in the city 

while Airbnb serves for leisure and rarely for 

business travel [60]. Recognizing that hotels may 

offer business travelers amenities and services that 

most Airbnb accommodations do not, the platform 

has launched its Business Travel Ready initiative 

that is created to point out those listings that provide 

certain amenities that would make them suitable to 

business travelers [32]. 

 

Attributes that determine satisfaction 

Studies on guest satisfaction started in the early 

1970s. Satisfaction is a concept that measures to 

what extent tourists’ expectations are fulfilled by 

their experience with a particular tourism product 

or service [41]. The most popular theory that 

explains satisfaction of tourists is the 

disconfirmation theory [37]. This theory postulates 

that customers are considered satisfied when the 

product or service meets or exceeds their 

expectation and could be considered dissatisfied 

when they experience a feeling of displeasure when 

they relate their actual experience to their 

expectation [9].  

The products and services of accommodation 

providers that determine guest satisfaction are often 

represented as a set of attributes [42]. Following an 

extensive literature review of previous research we 

compiled a list of the most important attributes that 

determine guest satisfaction (for both hotels and 

Airbnb accommodations) which we present in a 

synthesized form in the table below (table 1). 

 
Table 1. Main attributes that determine guest satisfaction (hotels and Airbnb accommodations) 

Hotel Airbnb 

Study Attributes Study Attributes 

[24] housekeeping, reception, food and beverage and 

price 

[16] price, household amenities and authenticity 

[10] room, front desk and security, while food and 

recreation are less important 

[36] price, authentic experience, location, own 

kitchen and uniqueness of unit 

[8] convenient location & good service [57] economic benefit, enjoyment and 

sustainability 

[31] location [45] social interaction with the host, attitude of 

the host and location 

[12] location, service quality, reputation, friendliness 

of staff, price, room cleanliness and value for 

money 

[49] enjoyment, cost-savings and accommodation 

amenities 

[40] the quality of tourist-staff interactions [18] service, facility, location, feel welcome and 

comfort of a home 

 

Examining table 1, it quickly becomes obvious that 

the main attributes considered by guests for 

accommodation selection are very heterogeneous, a 

problem that was also pointed out by Dolnicar & 

Otter [12]. This makes any attempt to compare in 

this format the main attributes of satisfaction as 

identified by guests of hotels and Airbnb 

accommodations very difficult. 

More recently, a number of studies have attempted 

to compare the main accommodation attributes that 

generate satisfaction for Airbnb and hotel 

customers [4], [5], [17], [32], [33], [50], [51]. The 

results of these studies show that some attributes are 

common for both forms of accommodation, such as 

clean rooms and comfortable beds [51]. However, 

reviews for both hotels and Airbnb 

accommodations also focus on certain specific 

themes, which is what differentiates the two forms 

of accommodation, pointing out to their strengths 

and weaknesses.   

Tussyadiah & Zach [50] found that customers 

prefer hotels because of the conveniences (for 

example, airport shuttle services for guests, free 

parking, good breakfast options and in-room 

services) which cannot be found at Airbnb 

accommodations. The latter, however, could 

compensate by the hospitality of the host and by 

offering an accommodation with an atmosphere and 

with better and more suitable or more personalized 

facilities. Airbnb accommodations are also 

attractive because of their better situated locations. 

Mody [32] found that hotels are preferred by 

travelers who do not want to have surprises in terms 

of quality. They also prefer not to have to worry 

about security or hygiene, thus tend to choose hotels 

where these attributes are standardized. Airbnb 

guests, on the other hand, seek more diversity and 

local experiences; they want to experience the local 

community and desire to develop personal 

connections with the host and with people in the 

community. They perceive their Airbnb place as a 

home away from home. 

Similar results were also found by Tussyadiah & 

Zach [51] and Belarmino et al., [4]. According to 

them, Airbnb customers value the most the social 

interaction with the host and the characteristics of 
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the neighborhood. In terms of the most appreciated 

hotel attributes the findings of the two studies are 

divergent. Tussyadiah & Zach [51] found that 

guests tend to choose hotels over Airbnb 

accommodations for the quality and 

professionalism of the staff whereas in Belarmino 

et al.’s [4] study room amenities seemed to be more 

important.  

 

Analysis of online reviews 

Word-of-mouth (WOM) plays an important role in 

tourism marketing [27], especially because of the 

intangible nature of the industry [30], [54]. A 

tourism product cannot be returned in case of 

customer dissatisfaction the same way as a pair of 

shoes can; therefore travelers need to know in 

advance whether or not this product corresponds to 

their needs and expectations.  

With the arrival of electronic platforms, consumer 

online reviews took on the role of WOM. Electronic 

word-of-mouth (eWOM), especially in the form of 

user-generated content (UGC), is more powerful 

than classical WOM [43] because it can reach more 

people, it is easy to understand [62] and it does not 

fade away with time [58]. Therefore, UGC is a 

powerful tool used to attract tourists to a destination 

and to market certain tourism products and services. 

The importance of UGC in the form of online 

reviews has increased over the last few years with 

the development of Web 2.0 platforms which 

encourage users to take a more active role in sharing 

their opinions and experiences with their peers [35]. 

Although a few studies have called the credibility 

of hospitality-related online reviews into question, 

these reviews have been proven to be more reliable 

and more trustworthy than any similar material 

posted by providers of hospitality products and 

services [3].  

Reviews of hotels and other tourism 

accommodation rentals are increasingly used by 

travelers to select their accommodation, thus, 

facilitating independent travel planning. Many 

independent travelers are planning their trips and 

are booking their accommodations based on advice 

shared on electronic media by fellow travelers [26]. 

Good ratings of accommodation places could boost 

online reservations [59] and hep increase prices 

[39]. 

 

DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

For this study we compiled reviews published in 

English between May and November 2018 by users 

on booking.com and Airbnb. We included in our 

analysis a number of 1000 reviews, of which 500 

were posted by hotel guests and 500 by Airbnb 

customers. We searched for hotel rooms/Airbnb 

listings available between 11 and 13 April 2019 for 

two guests. There were 904 accommodation 

possibilities for Cluj-Napoca listed on booking.com 

at the time of our search, with only 76 of them being 

hotels. Of these, we focused only on 3-5-star hotels 

with mean ratings over 7.0. Airbnb lists more than 

300 accommodation units for Cluj-Napoca (the 

exact number varies depending on the day of the 

year and on the number of guests). We focused only 

on entire apartments/houses and only on those units 

that boasted five-star ratings. 

In the first phase, we randomly selected one hotel 

or one Airbnb accommodation unit at a time and 

extracted all positive reviews in English posted 

between May and November 2018. We chose to 

analyze only positive reviews because previous 

studies established that positive reviews have a 

much stronger (positive) impact on consumers’ 

decisions than negative reviews [54]. We, also, 

excluded those reviews that were too short and/or 

not relevant. After extracting all reviews that fit our 

criteria we moved on to the next hotel/Airbnb  

 

 

 

listing until we reached 1000 reviews. In the end, 

we included in our study 13 hotels (on average, 38.5 

reviews for each hotel) and 38 Airbnb listings (13 

reviews/listing).  

Each review was initially recorded in an excel 

document and later exported to QDA Miner and 

coded as case. QDA Miner is a software package 

used for coding, annotating, retrieving and 

analyzing qualitative data in textual and 

photographic forms. The 1000 cases that were 

analyzed for this study included 2737 sentences and 

30,153 words.  

Next we extracted a number of codes that best 

describe the experience of travelers in their chosen 

accommodation. We coded each case manually 

because often words are misspelled or shortened 

and are, therefore, not picked up by the software. 

There may also be situations in which the software 

cannot understand the real meaning of the 

sentences. We started the process of coding from 

the list of the most frequent words. In the process 

we merged words with similar meanings. In the 

end, a total of 25 codes resulted, including 

apartment and hotel room. In the last part, we used 

the codes co-occurencies tool available in QDA 

Miner to better understand and visualize the 

relationships among these codes. 
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ANALYSIS 

The most frequent words, with a frequency of 50 or 

more in the 1000 cases analyzed for this study are  

presented in table 2. We can see that the most 

frequent words are “location” (which appears 350 

times in 342 different cases), “apartment” (334 

times in 245 cases), “clean” (334 times in 331 

different cases), “center” (245 times in 235 cases)  

 

 

and “room” (206 times across 174 cases). Other  

words that appear frequently are: “staff” (182 times 

in 176 cases), “breakfast” (175 times in 167 cases) 

and “near” (163 times in 154 cases). A word cloud 

was also computed for a better visualization of the 

most frequent words used by the guests in their 

reviews (figure 1). 

 
Table 2. The most frequently used words in hotel and Airbnb guest reviews 

Word Frequency % Shown No. of cases % cases 

location 350 9.17 342 34.20 

apartment 334 8.75 245 24.50 

clean 334 8.75 331 33.10 

center 245 6.42 235 23.50 

room 206 5.40 174 17.40 

staff 182 4.77 176 17.60 

breakfast 175 4.59 167 16.70 

near 163 4.27 154 15.40 

comfortable 159 4.17 150 15.00 

host 156 4.09 152 15.20 

stylish 149 3.91 139 13.90 

hotel 144 3.77 122 12.20 

walk 121 3.17 111 11.10 

friendly 119 3.12 116 11.60 

parking 118 3.09 100 10.00 

helpful 114 2.99 112 11.20 

cozy 95 2.45 95 9.50 

quiet 80 2.10 79 7.90 

check 77 2.02 58 5.80 

spacious 70 1.83 69 6.90 

old 66 1.73 64 6.40 

bed 65 1.70 62 6.20 

beautiful 64 1.68 62 6.20 

restaurants 63 1.65 58 5.80 

view 59 1.55 55 5.50 

easy 57 1.49 55 5.50 

big 50 1.31 43 4.30 

Total over 50 3815 100.00 1000  

 

In the next step, we used the codes co-occurencies 

tool available in QDA Miner to determine the 

potential relationships among the codes. First a co-

occurencies index was computed, followed by the 

application of a hierarchical cluster analysis and 

multi-dimensional scaling on all codes. The results 

are displayed in the form of dendograms, concept 

maps and proximity plots. 

For example, figure 2 is a 2D concept map based on 

proximity values calculated on all codes. Each 

circle represents a code and the size of the circle is 

proportional with the frequency of the code. The 

distance between pairs of circles indicates how 

likely these codes tend to appear together. 

Figure 2 shows that “apartment” tends to co-

occur in a case with “nice design” and “good 

location” followed by “good communication”  

and “amenities”. On the other hand, “hotel 

room” tends to be associated with “good 

breakfast”, and – less frequently – with 

“spacious” and “parking”. “Helpful host/staff”, 

“clean” and “cozy” are situated about half 

distance between “apartment” and “hotel 

room” meaning that they are equally important 

for both forms of accommodation. 

Another feature that allows us to explore 

relationships among codes and detect 

underlying patterns and structures of co-

occurencies is the link analysis tool using a 

network graph (figures 3 and 4). The thickness 

of lines connecting the nodes and the numbers 

next to them show the strength of each 

relationship. 
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Figure 1. Word cloud with the most frequent words used in hotel and Airbnb guest reviews

 

Figure 3 shows the strength of relationships 

between “hotel room” and a number of descriptive 

codes. It reveals that the codes with the strongest 

 

 association with hotel room are (in this order): 

“good breakfast” and “helpful staff”, followed by 

“good location”, “clean” and “spacious”.

 

 
Figure 2. 2D concept map showing how likely codes tend to appear together 

 

Figure 3 shows the strength of relationships 

between “hotel room” and a number of descriptive 

codes. It reveals that the codes with the strongest 

association with hotel room are (in this order): 

“good breakfast” and “helpful staff”, followed by 

“good location”, “clean” and “spacious”. 

Om the other hand, Airbnb apartments have the 

strongest association with “good location”, “nice 

design” and “helpful host”, followed by “clean” and  

 

“good communication” (figure 4). 

Another tool to graphically display the distance 

between codes is the proximity plot. Figure 5 shows 

the distance of the 23 descriptive codes from the 

two codes denoting types of accommodation (hotel 

room and Airbnb apartment). All measured 

distances are from the 0 point. At 0 point there is 

absence of similarity or co-occurence.
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Figure 3. Link analysis to hotel room 

 

 
Figure 4. Link analysis to Airbnb apartment 

 

 
Figure 5. Proximity plot for hotel room/Airbnb apartment
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The proximity plot shows that, while “good 

location”, “cleanliness”, “helpful staff/host”, “nice 

design”, “cozy”, “spacious” are important attributes 

for both types of accommodation, “good breakfast” 

was mentioned only by travelers staying in hotels 

(as the Airbnb rental apartments did not provide 

breakfast). “Good communication” and “easy 

check-in/out” were considered important by 

travelers staying in Airbnb apartments while “nice 

view” and “parking” were mentioned mainly by 

hotel guests. Although both overall less important 

descriptors, “value for the money” was mentioned 

more often by hotel guests, while “like in the 

pictures” is more associated with reviews of Airbnb 

apartments.

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we used text analytics to examine and 

compare online reviews posted by users on 

booking.com and on Airbnb’s platform. We found 

that the two lists of attributes that determine guest 

satisfaction are, to a great extent, similar. This 

means that guests have the same criteria in mind 

when evaluating their hotel and Airbnb stay, a 

conclusion that is consistent with the findings of 

Tussyadiah & Zach [51] and can be explained by 

the fact that we considered for our analysis only 

those Airbnb listings that consisted of entire 

apartments/homes (the great majority of Airbnb 

accommodations in Cluj-Napoca) and excluded 

shared apartments or shared rooms. The owners do 

not live with the guests in the rental apartments and 

very often physical contact between hosts and 

guests is kept to the minimum. In fact, many 

reviewers of Airbnb accommodations mentioned 

never meeting the host in person despite having 

great (electronic) communication with the person. 

Thus, while good communication with the host was 

considered somewhat important for guest 

satisfaction, interacting or socializing (or the lack 

of) with the host was not an issue for most of the 

guests. Hosts are expected mainly to be helpful, to 

offer good advice and tips on what to find where or 

on where to go to live like a local. However, this 

attribute is not exclusive to Airbnb guests’ list as 

hotel staff is also expected to be helpful.    

Other important attributes that seem to be on top of 

both lists are “location”, “clean”, “cozy” and “nice 

design”. While important for both types of guests, 

“location” has the strongest association with Airbnb 

apartments. Most guests considered that the ideal 

location for an Airbnb accommodation was close 

(within walking distance) to the city center, to the 

main tourist attractions and to restaurants and 

shops. For hotel guests, a good location generally 

meant either within walking distance from the city 

center, or a strategic position close to the airport, 

railroad station or highway. Also, while “nice 

design” seems to be important to both Airbnb and 

hotel guests, it displays a stronger association with 

Airbnb apartments, perhaps because hotel rooms 

are generally more standardized in terms of their 

interior design. Similarly, “clean” shows a 

somewhat stronger association with the Airbnb 

 

 

accommodation because the potential for (good or 

bad) surprises is greater there. 

The most important, however, are those attributes 

that differentiate hotel guests from Airbnb guests. 

For Airbnb guests, these attributes are “good 

communication” and “easy check-in/out”. In the 

case of hotels, these are pretty much taken for 

granted. Most hotels have reliable reservation 

systems and, if the booking is done through a 

platform, such as “booking.com”, there is an added 

element of trust and reliability. Also, most hotels 

have staff on duty 24/7 so the check-in/check-out 

process is generally straightforward, smooth and 

without complications. In the case of Airbnb 

apartments, however, good communication with 

host and an easy check-in/out system are essential 

to build trust and eliminate guests’ fears. 

On the other hand, one attribute that is considered 

important exclusively by hotel guests is “good 

breakfast”. Indeed, many hotel reviewers have 

indicated that they selected their hotel based on this 

criterion. Those Airbnb listings that offer entire 

apartments do not provide breakfast. Instead, they 

may suggest places in the neighborhood where 

guests could have their breakfast or/and provide a 

full kitchen and all the necessary utensils for guests 

to prepare their own meals. 

Other two attributes that were valued almost 

exclusively by hotel guests are “nice view” and 

“parking”. Airbnb guests understand that most 

apartments are located in residential neighborhoods 

and do not come with a view or with a parking 

place. The limited parking space is generally used 

by the residents and parking for guests, if any, is 

generally on the curb. 

Our study has a number of theoretical and 

managerial implications. Firstly, it has 

demonstrated that text analytics and online reviews 

could reliably be used to investigate and compare 

guest satisfaction in hotels and Airbnb 

accommodations. Secondly, the results of our study 

could be used by hotel managers to strengthen their 

position in the competition with the expanding 

Airbnb network. For example, they must ensure that 

they offer good breakfast and ample parking spaces 

in order to keep their loyal guests happy. 
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